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Over the last three days, March 4 & 5, 2023 I have watched and scribed these 

notes to the following 2 hour and 18 minute Rumble interview "We Have the 

Receipts on Kari Lakes Judge, RICO" Violations and more.. "- by Gail Golec with 

John Thaler the principal attorney breaking the ongoing scandal of the Arizona 

election fraud especially in Maricopa County.   

 The following are my notes of this most daring and brave disclosure of the reality 

in the death of true and honest free elections creeping over America.  You can 

read about the abduction of John Thaler's three year old son to extort his dad into 

terminating a multistate investigation concerning money laundering and public 

corruption in the link on his name above. If you think this beyond unbelievable 

wait until you read these notes and view the interview for the rest of the story. 

So what we have here is a multistate laundering system for the Mexican and 

Russian drug cartels flowing from LA California and the states of Illinois, Indiana, 

Iowa and Arizona with money also flowing to Panama.  The economy of Arizona 

amounts to a narcotics addiction of some 25 billion bucks flowing across their 

unsecured border into the USA.    

In 2009 to 2010 AZ State investigated to see if any of these bucks were running 

thru their own state agencies and found there was a connection to the Russian 

organized crime cartel in LA California where there were also laundered bucks 

going to a Panamanian corporation. 

In 2015 warranty deeds were being digitized from 1972 to present and became 

publically available online which made it much easier to search the ownership of 

the deeds.  In 2016 they found 100 to 120 phony notarized and buyer seller 

warranty deeds, recording documents & AZ medical liens which gave the doctor 

first lien position.  Using AZ Corporation  (ACC) system they were able to connect 

25,000 phony documents, e.g. phony auto insurance claims, repeat names, phony 

liens, bankruptcies fraud, payroll fraud, life insurance fraud, first and middle name 

changing, all detected by looking at the signatures on these documents.   

https://rumble.com/v2avkm2-we-have-the-receipts-on-judges-rico-violations-and-more...-maricopa-aztruth.html
https://rumble.com/v2avkm2-we-have-the-receipts-on-judges-rico-violations-and-more...-maricopa-aztruth.html
https://gailgolec.com/
https://www.reporttothegovernor.com/
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Linda Mitchell a forensic signature expert in California who was hired to find the 

fake signatures by looking for very specific points on the signature to detect the 

commonality of normal changes.   

John Thaler and team found evidence of phantom employees placed on big 

corporation system drawing salaries and benefits swept into a bank account.   

Dignity Health found two employees with the same name with separate payroll 

and benefits. After a couple years of pay checks, the phantom survivor claims the 

benefits.  Net Life Insurance could not determine who the "real" benefactor was 

and handed the case to the court.  Mr. Thaler ended up with the package to 

investigate and found numerous documents signed by the phantom benefactors 

showing a trail of forged signatures. 

Payroll theft - Mr. Thaler found evidence that when the phantom employee 

supposedly dies the benefits do not go back to the family accounts. 

He began to see issues with potential for Judiciary bribing of judges.   A strong 

majority of judges have comparative warranty deed problems. He believes there 

is absolute evidence of Arizona K. Hobbs involvement with judges.   

What to do - John Thaler believes the level of corruption is so extreme in Arizona 

that you are not going to get far to correct the situation immediately.  He says, 

"When leadership is corrupt the younger professional staff will not get far by 

trying to be heroes." 

Looking at the public officials both Democrats and Republicans are involved.  

When Trump shut down the southern border they did not fully appreciated the 

flow of narcotics trade was at some $25 billion annually and this has resulted in 

push back.  Arizona is number one state in corruption including its legislature.  

This is also recognized by a Harvard studies which is leading to other university 

studies of this nature.  Money laundering in Arizona started after the Patriotic Act.  

In 2002 to 2003 trade into Mexico was no problem.  By 2004 there were more 

border stops and money had to stay in the USA longer before going back to 

Mexico and Columbia.  This resulted in a dumping of billions of dollars into the US 

with no flow back to Mexico and Columbia.   
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Jim Thaler pointed out that bribery is different in California vs. Arizona.  In CA you 

take the bribe directly to the judge in their chambers.  In Arizona you look for 

those who could potentially be bribed. He gave the example of buying out the 

legal firm of say an upcoming lawyer in return for a promise to run for a higher 

court judge position. (42 minutes into video). 

There is more information than released per Jim Thaler regarding the millions of 

dollars plus ballots found in a car in Arizona -.  Payroll theft of multi-millions is in 

at least 7 to 8 states besides Arizona.  Bankruptcy fraud is in 11 states.   Money 

laundering is in 20 states.  Tapping into state data bases in going on in a number 

of states. 

Mr. John H. Thaler new book, "Report To The Governor" will be out in a couple 

weeks.  It is 300 pages with 3000 supporting documents plus 50,000 and 100,000 

additional supporting documents via his web site - 

https://www.reporttothegovernor.com/. 

"If you indicted all involved you would not have a state.  Over 25% bad in 

Maricopa County.  You need a plan for the next day after you take out the bad 

guys. This is like the 2009 to 2010 era "Too Big to Fail".  There is so much failure 

the ability to fix over night is tuff."  John Thaler quotes as I could capture.  His 

book Report to the Governor will cover more formal Grand Juries.  

Runbeck - Is a company involved in outsourcing of ballots, claim of custody with 

specificity. No chain of custody with his company.  "Box 3" = the ballots the 

system cannot count.  Who is making sure the ballots is not counted multiple 

times, how they are collected and how driven and not counted before.  Bottom 

line - They are the printer of the ballots and the storage.  Ballots have been found 

pre marked with cash!  Jeff Ellington is an officer of Precession Arrow owned by 

Ben Toma family who is Speaker of the House who was handed the election by 

the machinery.  Black Rock Investments run by the Toma family.  Runbeck runs 

mail in ballots also. 

"This is a uni-party, we do not elect candidates, we select candidates in Arizona", 

Gail Golec. 

https://www.reporttothegovernor.com/
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John Thaler has had 6 attacks on his life in the last 3 years plus his son was 

abducted to blackmail him. He has been mailed phony charges on phony official 

letter head 30 times when he is out of state. 

70 election machines failed in 250 precincts the next day after they had been 

tested in Maricopa County and were primarily in Republican districts. 

Half of the electorate voted and ability to look at signatures if very difficult.  Mail 

in ballots is signed on the envelopes. A number of envelopes are showing the 

same signature. 

John Thaler also wrote the "Decline and Fall of California". 

"There is no such thing as a totally clean election", John Thaler. 

Internet Access - Maricopa County computing system runs the court and the 

recorder office systems.  We have found hundreds potentially thousands of phony 

criminal restraining records, child support judgments and phony default 

judgments and phony certification of documents. 

John Thaler team found that election employee/officers names were not placed 

into public roles until after the election so there was no one for public to turn to 

report any problems found.  

Here is a link to 40 names of Elected and Appointed Officials with Falsified Deeds I 

found on Telegram - https://t.me/ladydraza/2671 . 

Richards was also mentioned by Golec and Thaler.  Richards does not own a home 

and the team cannot find documents in his name so they go to family member 

business in ACC, i.e. Arizona Corporations.   

In 2015 Arizona went to forms where before they had hand write documents.  

Richards could not statistically win. 

Brittany Chavez asked him for Federal Witness Protection.  Everything you did in 

your life must be disclosed.  Most witness protection granted is for real criminals 

with a long trail of crime.  

https://t.me/ladydraza/2671
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Where can we go from here?  The AG Election Fraud person got fired.  John Thaler 

said he was receiving many phony AG letter head letters as well as fake letters 

from city and county offices.  The local county sheriff's office has been helpful.  

The city and county municipals are on the take.  Mesa city has its own secret 

police force within the police force doing illegal searches, tagging (electronic 

snooping), etc. 

Most help has to come from the federal government and FBI NOT WITHIN 

ARIZONA.  He recognizes the long standing trust issues with those federal 

agencies.  He says there are other agencies who can and will help, e.g. U.S. 

Banking fraud,  FCC, FTC, Treasury Dept., IRS, other state AG's that are open to 

looking at cross state transactions, the state legislature re. how judges are 

selected, etc. 

These problems are not exclusive to Arizona which is probably worse due to the 

drug trafficking.  John Thaler is meeting with the federal agencies.   

Deed Crime - The number of times or counts of the falsification of a document 

that has been done by a person will determine the level of security fraud, i.e. 

signature falsification done enough times grows into security fraud. 

Bill Bennett (sp) Mesa church member was intimidated by the John Thaler team 

investigations and Thaler said his documents are of interest. 

There was found 18 separate phony court orders from one order that is how bad 

the corruption is. 

What's next - Going to the Fed's, e.g. Senate Elections, Voting Rights Act based on 

racketeering. Just the use of a transmission on a carrier like a telephone or 

computer network can escalate the crime. 

A Special Council was appointed to look at the 2020 elections.  The Special Council 

is hoped will take a broader look at all this information John Thaler has found.  He 

is not comfortable releasing all the findings yet as he wants to take more time to 

make sure all his findings in multiple states by different team members is correct. 
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Fentanyl is the highest used drug in the 45 to? age range.   Billions of drug money 

is flowing thru Arizona.  When you get rid of all the bad guys now, tomorrow the 

Arizona economy will shut down.  These billions are keeping Arizona floating by 

being spent in Arizona. 

We must change the system and way we place these officials into office, e.g.  

Make Election Day a holiday, get rid of machine vote, one day only to vote, hand 

count, etc. 

 

Jack Venrick 

Rollins, Montana 

www.freedomforallseasons.org  

jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org  

Pioneer Family of Montana - Early Settlers 

Pioneer Family of Nebraska 

Pioneer Family of Wisconsin 

The Boeing Company 

30 Years Service - Retired 

Montana State University 

B.S. Electrical Engineering 

M.S. Applied Science - 

M.S. Business Administration 

M.S. Industrial Engineering 

  

http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/
mailto:jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org
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